The Versi-Mate is a barcode driven table top pharmacy automation medication dispensing machine. It uses external canisters to fill vials, unit dose and multi-dose blister cards.
The Versi-Mate,™ Your Table Top Pharmacy Automation Solution

Pharmacies have a unique set of needs. We know because we surveyed hundreds of pharmacists like you to find what automation features are important to you. Whether you are a “Retail” or “Closed” door pharmacy, we have a solution at an affordable price. The Versi-Mate allows you to automate your pharmacy to fit your needs and your pocketbook. This allows you to grow your automated formulary as the need or growth dictates. The Versi-Mate is great for all pharmacy types. If you’re a retail pharmacy and only dispense to vials you can automate your vial filling at a cost far less than any other vial filling automation on the market today.

Looking to move into community compliance packaging to grow your business then the Versi-Mate can do that as well. With the Versi-Mate you can change or add different medication packaging types as you take on new facilities which will allow you to aggressively go after new work with the assurance that you can automate it. The Versi-Mate automates over 95% of the packaging types on the market today.

The Versi-Mate Features (Cold Seal/Heat Seal)

- UNIVERSAL - Can be used with our common core external canister inventory
- QUICK ROI - Our VERSI-MATE model offers an affordable solution that will give you the fastest Return on Investment (ROI) on the market
- UNCAPPED VIAL - Our system does not cap the vials - allowing you visual verification - saving time and unnecessary repetitive movements
- EASY TO USE - No mouse. No keyboard. 100% touch screen and bar coding technology when used as a stand alone system. (The touch screen walks you or your staff through each step. Prompts are displayed for every step of the process - including recommending a vial size to use.)
- RUGGED TECHNOLOGY - Built for the environment you work in. Does not require daily maintenance to keep running
- STAND-ALONE SYSTEM - Software interfacing is not a requirement for operation
- VALIDATION - Provides control of lot numbers and expiration dates

- NO DAILY MAINTENANCE - Requires no daily maintenance or sensor cleaning for continued machine operations
- REFILL “ON THE FLY” - Unique feature allows refilling “on the fly”. Med canister can be refilled in the middle of a prescription dispense - automatically completing the prescription dispense when the med canister is refilled and returned to the system
- SECURITY - Barcode technology authorizes the user, verifies and tracks the dispensed medication. The VERSI-MATE gives access to a level of entry that you choose
- SIMPLE TO INSTALL - Electrical requirements: 110V (standard wall plug) (60hz/15AMP /Single Phase), (Plug and Play)
- SPACE SAVING - Extremely small footprint and was designed as a table top unit
- PATIENT SAFETY - Med canisters are NDC specific - greatly increasing patient safety and reducing the possibility of a wrong medication being dispensed
- QUICK CHANGE - Change of package type with-in seconds
- SIMPLE TOUCH SCREEN - Touch screen walks the user through every step of operations
- AUTHORIZATION - Authorization levels can be assigned according to guidelines and pharmacy management decisions of dispensing, loading or removal of meds
- VIAL RECOMMENDATION - Touch screen recommends vial size to be loaded
- INSTALL - Up and running the day of installation

See all of our videos on YouTube
www.pasvideos.com

Automation Equipment for Todays Pharmacy
www.pharmacyautomationsystems.com
The Versi-Mate Benefits (Cold Seal/Heat Seal)

- Increase productivity 3x without adding additional personnel
- Add another layer of safety when dispensing medications, the Versi-Mate scans all NDC’s before dispensing
- The Versi-Mate is adaptable to 95% of all the different package types on the market today. Have the flexibility to fill most anything you come across with your customers
- The Versi-Mate is small but powerful when it comes to production, it does a beautiful job when Multi-dosing too
- You get the ability to expand your automation as needed by just adding medication canisters as the need arises

Versi-Mate Specifications

1.) The VERSI-MATE: Operates as a stand alone, barcode driven table top machine and uses external canisters to fill the prescription. It is designed for easy installation, training and operation and has a table top footprint of approximately 30in. (w) x 22in. (d), standing 21in. tall and weighs only 96lbs.

2.) Reports: Can be downloaded to a data card and then into an excel spreadsheet format. Reports obtained are:
   - Current Inventory
   - Dispense History
   - Medication Load Report
   - Medication Removal Report

3.) Touch Screen: The computer screen guides you through each process of loading and dispensing medication.

4.) Security and Safety Features
   - Employee Barcode Access
   - Canister Verification during dispensing operation

5.) Barcodes: The VERSI-MATE works with prescription barcodes supplied by the pharmacy’s host system. Common with most every pharmacy software supplying the NDC and quantity of requested fill.

6.) Dispensing Canisters: The canisters are designed for each pharmacy’s formulary request. There are several options for additional canister needs such as replacements, exchanges, or new canisters.
95%
The Versi-Mate will fill over 95% of all of the packaging used in the marketplace today.